Prototype Model Showcase & Social Architecture
The model
showcase debuts
as a cutting-edge
machine for living.
The great
architecture these
historic buildings
hold will be on
display throughout
the dwelling providing a new adventure in living.
As friends gather for lunch and tour the Generative Space,
Social Architecture and Human Centered Design
Amenities within the model, they will be able to
experience first-hand a new and infinite lifestyle they
themselves cultivate providing precise, personal solutions
designed around the individual and community’s wants,
needs and budget, across all of life’s journey.
Five of the personal suites will be furnished to show
different configurations and help future members design
their personal suite.
The Life Coach and ambassadors will use all aspects of
the model, working with future resident members, to
design their neighborhood convent around their lifestyle.
The neighborhood Life Coach and ambassadors will also
work with those who choose to remain at home, to

develop a lifestyle to meet their wants, needs and budget
as well.
As we introduce an entirely new and infinite lifestyle, the
remaining suites will be used as lifestyle studio
classrooms.
Those choosing to reside in the Collaborative Community
as well as those who choose to remain at home in the
surrounding neighborhood can tour the studios and meet
the ambassadors introducing cutting-edge programs,
products, amenities, services, and technology.
Most of these programs have been developed through
First Principle Innovation and will have never been
experienced before the tour.
The amenities on display, throughout the tour, enable
future resident and neighborhood members to grasp the
full potential of this new and infinite lifestyle and envision
a better, more exciting living experience, life with purpose
and a lower cost of living.
The amenities are also available through introduction
documents, enabling the reader to grasp the full potential
of this new and infinite lifestyle.
A list of the cutting-edge components is available upon
request.

